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In accordance with the Federal law "On special economic zones in the Russian Federation" the Government of the Russian Federation decrees:

1. To assent to a proposal of Ministry of Economic Development and Trade of the Russian Federation on creation in the territory of Essentuki resort town, Zheleznovodsk resort town, resort town Kislovodsk, Lermontov, Piatigorsk resort town, Mineralovodsky municipal district and Predgorny municipal district of the Stavropol Territory of special economic zone of tourist-and-recreational type, located on the land plots, specified by the agreement on creation of special economic zone of tourist-and-recreational type.

2. To define, that in the territory of special economic zone, indicated in Item 1 of this Decree, except for fields of activity, prohibited by Federal law "On special economic zones in the Russian Federation"

3. To establish that the maximum size of rent charge for land plots, provided the resident of special economic zone on the basis of agreement on tourist-and-recreational activities, amounts to 2% of their cadastral cost per year.
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